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S. 

No.
Typology of Questions Very 

Short 
Answer 
(VSA)

1 Mark

Short
Answer-I

(SAI)
2 Marks

Short
Answer-II

(SAII)
3 Marks

Long 
Answer 

(LA)
5 

Marks

Total 
Marks

% 
Wei.

1. Remembering (Knowl-
edge based simple re-
call questions, to know 
specific facts, terms, 
concepts, principles or 
theories, identify, define 
or recite, information)

2 - 1 1 10 15%

2. Understanding (Com-
prehension to be famil-
iar with meaning and to 
understand conceptu-
ally, interpret, compare, 
contrast, explain, para-
phrase or interpret in-
formation)

- 1 4 2 24 35%

3. Application (Use ab-
stract information in 
concrete situation, to 
apply knowledge to new 
situations, use given 
content to interpret a 
situation, provide an ex-
ample, or solve a prob-
lem)

- 1 2 2 18 26%

4. High Order Think-
ing Skills (Analysis & 
Synthesis : Classify, 
compare, contrast or 
differentiate between 
different pieces of infor-
mation, organize and/or 
integrate unique pieces 
of information from a 
variety of sources)

- - 1 1 8 12%
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5. Inferential and Evalu-
ate (Appraise, judge, 
and/or justify the value 
or worth of a decision 
or outcome, or to pre-
dict outcomes based on 
values)
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Total (Theory Based 
Questions)

2 × 1 = 2 3 × 2 = 6 10 × 3 
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6 × 5 
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%

Practical Based Ques-
tions (PBQs)

6 × 2 = 
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- - 12 (6)

Total 2 × 1 
= 2

9 × 2 
= 18

10 × 3 
= 30

6 × 5 
= 30

80 (27)

 1. Question paper will consist of 27 questions.

 2. All questions would be compulsory. However, an internal choice will be  
  provided in two questions of 3 marks each and one question of five marks.
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texts.
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CHAPTER AT A GLANCE
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  When we dissolve salt in water, the particles 
  of salt get into the spaces between particles 
  of water.

Particles are varying and have spaces between them

  a, b and c show the magnified schematic pictures 
  of the three states of matter. The motion of the 
  particles can be seen and compared in the three states of matter.

Dig. Three states of matter

Matter 
 The matter is the material of which everything in this universe, in and 
around us is made up of in different shapes. It is anything that occupies space and 
has mass and offers resistance to any applied force.
Physical Nature of Particles :
 Matter is made up of particles. The particles of matter are very-very  
 small.
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Characteristics of Particles :

 (i) Particles of matter are continuously moving i.e., they possess  
  kinetic energy. As the temperature rises, particles  moves faster  
  because kinetic energy of the particles increases.

 (ii) Particles of matter have space between them. When we make  
  tea, coffee or lemonade (nimbu pani), particles of one type of  
  matter get into the space between particles of the other. This  
  shows that there is enough space between particles of matter.

 (iii) Particles of matter attract each other. When we open a water tap,  
	 	 try	 to	 break	 the	 stream	 of	water	with	 your	 fingers,	 can	we	 do	 
  this ? No, because the stream of water remains together. Particles  
  of water are held together because of the force of attraction  
  between them.

 • The space between the particles and kinetic energy of particles is  
  minimum in solids, intermediate in liquids and maximum in gases.

 • The force of attraction between the particles is strongest in solids,  
  intermediate in liquids and weakest in gases.

 • Movement of particles is minimum in solids, more in liquids and  
  maximum in gases.

 Arrangement of particles in three states of matter 
 and their movements
States of Matter
The physical states of a matter are : (i) Solid, (ii) Liquid, (iii) Gas.
We can classify our body into three states of matter i.e.,
 (i) Bones and teeth are solids.
 (ii) Blood and water present in our body are liquids.
 (iii) Air in our lungs is gaseous and also there is 70% of water is in our  
  body.
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(i) Solid State :
 Characteristics of solid states are :
	 (a)	 Have	definite	shape.
 (b) Have distinct boundaries.
 (c) Have rigidity and incompressibility.
	 (d)	 Have	definite	volume.
 Example : Rubber band is a solid because it can change its shape under 
force and regains its shape when force is removed. If excessive force is applied, 
it breaks.
	 The	solids	have	fixed	and	rigid	shape.	The	kinetic	energy	of	the	particles	
in	the	solid	state	is	very	less	and	therefore,	solids	have	fixed	and	rigid	shape.
 • We can compress sponge as its pores are filled with air but it is solid.
 • Salt and sugar take the shape of the container in which they are placed  
  but shape of their crystals do not change, so they are solids.
(ii) Liquid State :
 The characteristics of liquid state are :
	 (a)	 Have	fluidity	i.e.,	they	are	not	rigid.
 (b) Low compressibility.
	 (c)	 No	 definite	 shape	 and	 boundaries.	 They	 take	 the	 shape	 of	 the	 
  vessels.
	 (d)	 Have	definite	volume.
 • Force of attraction between the particles of liquid keeps its volume same.
 • Liquids are substances having fixed (definite volume) and no fixed shape.  
  They take the shape of the container in which they are stored.
 • The gases (oxygen and carbon dioxide) from the atmosphere diffuse and  
  dissolve in water. Due to these gases aquatic plants and animals are able  
  to survive. Diffusion is much more in liquids than in solids due to free  
  movement of particles of liquids.
(iii) Gaseous State :
 The characteristics of gaseous state are :
	 (a)	 Have	fluidity.
 (b) Have high compressibility.
	 (c)	 Have	no	definite	boundaries.
	 (d)	 Have	no	definite	shape.
	 (e)	 Have	no	definite	volume.
 • The particles in a gas are free to move in any direction hence gases can  
  flow.
 • Gases are substances that do not have fixed volume and occupy all the  
  volume available to them.
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 • Pressure of gas is the force applied on the walls of vessel by the irregular  
  moving gas particles.
Change of State of Matter :
 • Water can exist in three states of matter i.e., solid – ice, liquid – water,  
  gas – water vapour.
 • On heating ice melts into water and then converts into water vapours.
Change in the physical state of matter can be done in two ways :
(A) By Changing the Temperature :

 (i) Melting Point : The temperature at which a solid melts to form  
  liquid at atmospheric pressure is called its melting point. Melting  
  point of ice is 273.16 K (0º C). During melting the temperature  
  of ice does not rise even though heat is being supplied continuously  
  due to latent heat of fusion. This latent heat of fusion is used up to  
  overcome the forces of attraction between ice particles. At 0º C  
  energy of water particles is much more than the energy of particles  
  of ice at 0º C.
 •  Latent Heat of Fusion : The amount of heat required to change 1 kg solid  
  to its liquid state (at its melting point) at atmospheric pressure.
  (ii) Boiling Point : The temperature at which a liquid boils to form  
   vapours at atmospheric pressure is called its boiling point. Boiling  
   point of water is 373 K (100º C + 273 = 373 K).
 •  Latent Heat of Vapourization : The amount of heat required to change  
  1 kg liquid to its gaseous state (at its boiling point) at atmospheric  
  pressure.
 • During boiling the temperature of water does not rise even though heat is  
  being supplied continuously as this heat of vapourization is used up to  
  over the forces of attraction between water particles.
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  At 100º C, energy of water vapours is much more than the energy of  
  water at 100º C.
 So, we can change one state of matter to another state by changing  
 temperature.

  
  • At 25ºC, water is liquid.
   At 0º C, water is solid (ice).
   At 100º C, water is gaseous state (steam).
 (iii) Sublimation : The change of solid directly into vapours on heating 
and of vapours into solid on cooling without passing through the intervening 
liquid state is called sublimation.
 Example : When camphor or ammonium chloride is heated in a China 
dish covered by a inverted funnel (with cotton plug in its upper open end), the 
vapours of ammonium chloride are converted into solid ammonium chloride on 
coming in contact with the cold inner walls of the funnel.

Sublimation of Ammonium Chloride
(B) Effect of Change of Pressure : 
 If we compress a gas in a cylinder, the distance between the particles of  
	 gas	is	reduced	and	finally	gas	is	liquefied	on	lowering	temperature.
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 • By applying high pressure, the particles of a gas can be brought close  
  together.
 • Solid carbon dioxide (dry ice) is changed into carbon dioxide gas  
  directly without changing into liquid when pressure is reduced to one  
  atmospheric pressure.
 • Thus, states of matter i.e., solid, liquid, gas are determined by  
  temperature & pressure.

Evaporation : A surface phenomenon in which liquid changes into vapours at 
any temperature below its boiling point is called evaporation. Particles on the 
surface of a liquid have higher kinetic energy than others, so they break. The 
forces of attraction between the particles & escape from the surface of liquid in 
the form of vapours.
Factors affecting evaporation : Rate of evaporation depends on :
 (a) Exposed surface area : On increasing surface area of liquid, rate  
  of evaporation increases.
 (b) Increase in temperature : Increases kinetic energy of particles  
  hence rate of evaporation increases.
 (c) Humidity : When the humidity of air (degree of dampness of air)  
  is low, evaporation rate is increased. More humidity, less  
  evaporation.
 (d) Wind : When wind speed increases, rate of evaporation also  
  increases.
Evaporation always causes cooling : The cooling caused by evaporation is 
based on the fact that when a liquid evaporates, it takes latent heat of vaporization 
from surroundings which on losing heat get cooled.
 Examples :
 (i) When we put acetone on our hand, it gets evapourized by taking  
  heat from our hand and our hand feels cool.
 (ii) We should wear cotton clothes in summer to keep cool and  
  comfortable as cotton is good absorber of water, so it absorbs the  
  sweat from our body and exposes it to air for evaporation of sweat  
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  thus cools our body.
 (iii) Often people sprinkle water on ground during summer. This  
  water takes heat from ground and surrounding air to evaporate,  
  thus making the place cool.

QUESTIONS
VERY SHORT QUESTIONS (1 Marks)

1. Write different states of matter.
2. Which has more density – liquid or solid ?
3. What is the melting point of ice ?
4. Boiling point of alcohol is 78º C. Change it into Kelvin scale ?
5. Why do gas exert pressure ?
6. How do we liquefy the gases ?

SHORT QUESTIONS (2 Marks)
1. Classify the matter on the basis of physical and chemical characteristics ?
2. Why solid carbon dioxide is called ‘dry ice’ ?
3. Why do we keep ether and acetone at cool places ?
4. Write two factors which will increase rate of evaporation ?
5.	 Which	gas	is	supplied	in	the	liquefied	form	at	home	and	in	hospitals	?

SHORT QUESTIONS (3 Marks)
1. Compare the force of attraction between iron, rubber band and chalk ?
2. Arrange sugar, water and oxygen in the increasing order of force of  
 attraction between their particles ?
3.	 Define	boiling	point,	melting	point	and	evaporation	?

LONG QUESTIONS (5 Marks)
1. Describe the factors affecting evaporation ?
2. (a) Why do we wear cotton clothes in summers ?
 (b) Why do we feel cold, when we keep acetone and ether on our  
  palm ?
3. Write three characteristics of particles of matter. Give one example of  
 each ?
4. Write the characteristic responsible for :
 (a) Smell of perfume spreads in the room.
 (b) Water takes the shape of the container in which it is kept.
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CHAPTER AT A GLANCE

‘Pure’ word means that there is no mixing in a substance. But 
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according to scientific language all things are mixture of so 
many substances, not of single one. That’s why they are not pure.  
 E.g., Milk, water, fat, etc.
 • Pure substances means that all elements have same chemical properties.
 • A pure substance is made up of same kind of elements.
Substance : A substance is a kind of matter that cannot be separated into other 
kind of matter by any physical process. A pure substance is made up of same 
kind of elements.
What is a mixture ?
It is a substance in which two or more substances (element or compound) are 
simply mixed together in any proportion. Examples : The air is a mixture of 
oxygen, nitrogen, argon, carbon dioxide and water vapour.

Types of Mixture : Mixture is of two types :
 (i) Homogenous mixture
 (ii) Heterogenous mixture

Homogenous Mixture : It has no visible boundaries of separation between the 
various constituents, so they are called homogenous mixtures.
 Example : Sugar in water. It has a uniform composition throughout its  
 mass.

Heterogenous Mixture : These types of mixtures has visible boundaries of 
separation between the various constituents.
 Example : Mixture of sugar and sand. It does not have a uniform  
 composition throughout its mass.
Solution : A solution is a homogenous mixture of two or more substances. E.g., 
Nimboo pani, soda water.
Solution : A solution has a solvent and a solute as its components. The component 
of the solution that dissolves the other component in it is called the solvent. The 
component of the solution that is dissolved in the solvent is called the solute.

Solution

  Solute      Solvent
 (Substance dissolved)   (Substance in which dissolved)

 E.g., Sugar   +  Water   ⇒  Sugar solution
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Types of Solution

True Colloidal Suspension
1. Size of solute 
particles smallest. 
 < 10-9 m.

1. Size of solute particles bigger than 
true but smaller than suspension. In 
between 10-9 to 10-6 m.

1. Size of particles 
biggest. > 10-6 m.

2. Solute particles      
can’t be seen with 
naked eye.

2. Solute particles can’t be seen with 
    Naked eye.

2. Can be seen 
with naked eye.

3. Homogenous
    mixture.

3. Seems homogenous but actually
    heterogenous mixture.

3. Heterogenous 
    mixture.

4. Particles can’t 
be separated by 
filteration.

4. Particles can’t be separated by 
    filteration.

4. Can be 
separated by 
filteration.

5. Transparent 5. Translucent 5. Opaque

6. Stable solutions 
– i.e., solute  
particles do not 
settle on keeping.

6. Stable solutions. 6.Unstable 
solution – solute  
particles settle 
upon keeping.

7. Do not show 
tyndall effect.

7. Show tyndall effect. 7. May or may 
not show tyndall  
effect.

8. Solution diffuse 
rapidly through 
filter paper as 
well as parchment 
paper.

8. Colloid particles pass through 
filter paper but not through 
parchment paper.

8. Suspension 
particles do not 
pass through filter 
paper as well as  
parchment paper.

9. e.g., Sugar in 
water.

9. e.g., Milk, blood. 9. e.g., Sand/mud 
in water.

Common examples of colloids :
 Dispersal Phase  Dispersion  Type Example
  (Solute)  Medium
     (Solvent)
1.  Liquid  Gas  Aerosol  Fog, cloud
2.  Solid  Gas  Aerosol Smoke
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3.  Gas  Liquid  Foam Shaving   
        cream 
4.  Liquid Liquid   Emulsion Milk, face  
         cream,   
         emulsion paint
5.  Solid Liquid  Sol  Mud, digene
6.  Gas  Solid  Foam  Foam, rubber,  
        sponge
7.  Liquid Solid  Gel  Jelly, cheese
8.  Solid Solid   Solid sol Coloured   
        gemstones,  
        glass (milky,  
         coloured)
 •  Gas in gas is not a colloidal solution – it is called a mixture.
Concentration of Solution 
1. Mass by mass percentage   =  

2. Mass by volume percentage   = 

Methods of Separation of Mixtures

(1)  Evaporation :
 Basic principle : Out of the two components of a mixture one can 
evaporate [i.e., has less boiling point] and other has higher boiling point.
 Example : Mixture of dye [higher boiling point] and water. Out of water  
       and dye, water evaporates but dye is left behind in petri dish.

(2) Centrifugation :
 Basic principle : When mixture is rotated very fast, then denser particles 
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are forced at the bottom and lighter particles stay above.

 Example : Separating cream from milk.
     Can you think what is toned and double toned milk ?
 Applications :
 (a) Used in diagnostic labs for blood and urine tests.
 (b) Used in dairies and home to separate butter from cream.
 (c) Used in washing machines dryers to squeeze out water from  
  clothes.
 Have you seen dust particles from our clothes settle at the bottom of 
washing tub. Do you know why now ?

(3) Differential entraction :
 Basic principle : Two immiscible liquids (which do not dissolve in 
each other) can be easily separated by putting in a differential entraction funnel/
separating funnel.
 Example : Water from oil can be separated by first opening the stop cock 
till water is removed in one beaker, then afterwards oil can be collected in a 
separate beaker.
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 Applications : 
 (a) Separation of oil from water.
 (b) Extraction of iron from its ore. Lighter slag is removed from  
  above the molten iron.

(4) Sublimation : 
 Basic principle : Out of the two components, one will sublime (directly  
 converts to gas from solid) and other will not.
 Example : NH4Cl (ammonium chloride) and  NaCl common salt mixture can  
 be easily separated by heating so that NH4Cl sublimes but common salt  
 remains behind.

 Applications :
 (a) Camphor, naphthalene, anthracene, NH4Cl can sublime.

(5) Chromatography :
 Basic principle : Coloured components of a mixture can be separated by  
 using an Absorbent on which they are absorbed at different rates.
 (Absorption is the process of surface absorption.)

 When water/any suitable solvent moves up, the chromatography paper 
ink with two different colours separates because both colours are absorbed at 
different speeds.
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 Applications :
 (a) To separate colours of a dye.
 (b) To separate pigments from natural colours like chlorophyll.
 (c) To separate drugs from blood.
 (Can you guess what is done when athletes undergo a doping test for  
 their blood ?)

(6) Distillation :
 Basic principle : Out of the two components one has a lower boiling 
point and other has higher boiling point. This is used to separate two or more 
miscible liquids.

 Example : When mixture of acetone and water is heated, acetone having 
lesser boiling point, boils and moves to delivery tube, within which it condenses 
back to liquid with the help of a condenser clamped to it. Thus, acetone is 
separated out in a beaker and water is left in the distillation flask.
 Note : If there are more than two components (liquids) mixed (with 
different boiling points) then we use a fractionating column to separate all the 
components from each other. This process is done for air, petroleum etc.   
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 Fractional Distillation of Air : 
 Air is also separated by this method.

 Some of the applications of fractional distillation :
 (a) In petroleum refineries, petrochemical and chemical plants,  
  natural gas processing and cryogenic air separation plants.
 (b) In oil refineries to separate crude oil into useful substances (or  
  fractions).
 (c) In the process of organic juice.
 (d) In the separation of oxygen, liquid nitrogen and argon from air.

(7) Crystallisation :
 Basic principle : To remove impurities from a mixture by first dissolving 
in a suitable solvent and then crystallising out one component.
 For example : Copper sulphate crystals (impure) are first dissolved in  
 sulphuric acid and then heated to saturated solution. Now, this solution  
 is left overnight. So, only pure copper sulphate crystals are formed  
 whereas impurities are left behind in the solution. This solution can be  
 thus filtered so as to get pure copper sulphate crystals on filter paper.
 Why is crystallisation better than evaporation ?
 (i) Some solids decompose or get charred upon heating to dryness  
  during evaporation. E.g., sugar.
 (ii) Some impurities remain dissolved in solution after filteration. On  
  evaporation, these impurities do not evaporate and remain with  
  the mixture.
 Applications :
 (a) Purification of salt from sea water.
 (b) Separation of crystals [e.g., alum (phitkari, copper sulphate)]  
  from their impure crystals.

Petroleum is separated into 
paraffin wax, lubricating oil, 
diesel, kerosene, petrol and 
petrol gas by this method.
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Water purification in water treatment plants

Physical Vs Chemical Changes
 
Chemical Physical
• Not easily reversed • Easily reversible
• New product(s) formed • No new products
• Reactants used up • Often just a state change
• Often heat/light/sound/fizzing  
             occurs

• E.g., ice melting

• Electricity may be produced
• A precipitate may form
• E.g., Wood burning

Elements
Made of same type of atoms

 
S. No. Metals Non-metals Metalloids
1. Lustrous Non-lustrous Metallaoids have 

intermediate properties 
between metals and 
non-metals.
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2. Malleable, ductile Non-malleable, non-
ductile

E.g., Boron, germanium, 
silicon

3. Sonorous Non-sonorous
4. Good conductors of  

heat & electricity
Bad conductors

5. E.g., Gold, iron etc. E.g., Oxygen, 
phosphorus

Mixture Compound
1. Elements or compounds are    
    simply mixed so no new
    substance is formed.

1. Substances are reacted together with 
    each other to make a new substance.

2. Elements do not combine in a 
    fixed ratio.

2. Composition of the components is 
    fixed i.e., they combine together in a 
    fixed ratio according to their masses.

3. A mixture shows the properties 
    of its components.

3. Compound doesn’t show the properties 
    of component elements.

4. Components can be easily 
    separated by any mechanical 
    method which is suitable.

4. Components can’t be separated 
    from each other by simple mechanical 
    methods.

5. E.g., Mixture of iron and 
sulphur.

5. E.g., Iron and sulphur react to form 
iron sulphide.

Law of Constant Proportions
When a compound is formed two or more elements combine in a fixed ratio 
according to their masses. For e.g., H2O has H : O = 1 : 8.
Law of Conservation of Mass
Mass can neither be created no destroyed in a chemical reaction.
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QUESTIONS
VERY SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (1 Mark)

1. Suggest methods used for separation ?
 (a) Husk from wheat
 (b) Sand from water
 (c) Stones from daal
 (d) Camphor powder and common salt powder
 (e) Butter from milk
 (f) Pure potash alum from impure potash alum (phitkari)

SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (2 Marks)

1. Write basic principles behind :
 (a) Chromatography
 (b) Crystallisation
 (c) Distillation
 (d) Centrifugation
2. Work out a process for separating a mixture of sand, NH4Cl and common  
 salt ?
3. How can we separate alcohol from water ? Explain the whole process  
 with diagram ?
4. The municipality water that we get at our homes may still have germs in  
 it. What can we do for it ?
5. A student was having a beaker full of muddy water. He put a whitish  
 stone like substance in it and suddenly the mud settled down. What is this  
 white substance and what do we call this process ?
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SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (3 Marks)
1. Explain the techniques used in following diagrams :

2. An athlete underwent a dope test and was found positive for drugs. What 
could be the process used to identify that his blood contained those drugs ? 
Explain the principle and process.
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CHAPTER AT A GLANCE
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Laws of Chemical Combination 
 The chemical reaction between two or more substances giving rise to  
products is governed by certain laws. These laws are called ‘Laws of Chemical 
Combination’.

Law of Conservation of Mass
 • According to this law, “Mass can neither be created nor destroyed.”
 • In a chemical reaction, this law can be understood in the following way :
 “During a chemical reaction total mass of reactants will be equal to total  
 mass of products.”
 • For example,  A     +     B →   AB
      Reactant Product
 Then,       mA + mB   = mAB

 where,     mA   = Mass of A
       m B   = Mass of B
       mAB = Mass of AB
 2H2 (g)  +  O2 (g)  →   2H2O (l)
 2 × 2 = 4 gm        2 × 16 = 32 gm  2 × (2 + 16) = 36 gm
 Example : In a reaction 5.3 gm of sodium carbonate reacted with 6 gm of 
ethanoic acid. The products were 2.2 gm of CO2, 0.9 gm of H2O and 8.2 gm of 
sodium ethanoate. Show that these observation are all in agreement with law of 
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conservation of mass.
  Sodium carbonate + Ethanoic acid → Sodium ethanoate + CO2 + H2O 
 Solution :   

2 2

Reactants Products

Sodium carbonate Ethanoic acid   Sodium ethanoate CO H O+ → + + 

 Now, according to the law of conservation of mass :
 Mass of sodium carbonate + Mass of ethanoic acid  = Mass of sodium 
ethanoate + Mass of CO2 + Mass of H2O
 Putting values of masses from the equation :
              5.3 gm + 6.0 gm = 8.2 gm + 2.2 gm + 0.9 gm
 Or               11.3 gm = 11.3 gm
 Since, LHS = RHS
 ∴ Law of conservation of mass is in agreement with the given values in  
      equation.
Law of Constant Proportion
 According to this law, “A pure chemical compound always contain the same  
 elements combined together in the same proportion by mass irrespective of  
 the fact from where the sample has been taken or from which procedure has  
 it been produced.”
For example :
 18 gm of H2O ⇒ 16 gm of oxygen + 2 gm of hydrogen,
  i.e., mH/mO = 2/16 = 1/8
 36 gm of H2O ⇒ 32 gm of oxygen + 4 gm of hydrogen, 
 i.e., mH/mO = 4/32 = 1/8
 09 gm of H2O ⇒ 08 gm of oxygen + 1 gm of hydrogen, 
 i.e., mH/mO = 1/8
From the above three cases, differently weighing H2O samples were taken but 
the ratio of masses of ‘H’ to mass of ‘O’ comes out to be ‘1/8’ is same, proving 
law of constant proportion.
Likewise, if a sample of ‘H2O’ was taken from anywhere i.e., from well, pond, 
lake or anywhere the ratio of masses of ‘H’ to ‘O’ will come out to be same as 
‘1/8’.
 Example : Hydrogen and oxygen combine in the ratio 1 : 8 by mass to form 
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water. What mass of oxygen gas would be required to react completely with 3.0 
gm of hydrogen gas ?

 Solution :   
1

8
H

O

m

m
=  Given in equation (For H2O)

 But,   mH = 3.0 gm (given)

 Or    
3 1

8Om
=

 Or    mO = 24 gm
 ∴  Mass of oxygen will be 24 gm.
Or it will be a sample of 27 gm of H2O where 3 gm of hydrogen is present with 
24 gm of oxygen.

Dalton’s Atomic Theory
 Based upon laws of chemical combination, Dalton’s Atomic Theory  
 provided an explanation for the Law of Conservation of Mass and Law of  
 Constant Composition.
Postulates of Dalton’s atomic theory are as follows :
 • All matter is made up of very tiny particles called ‘Atoms’.
 • Atom are indivisible particles, which can’t be created or destroyed in a  
  chemical reaction. (Proves ‘Law of Conservation of Mass’)
 • Atoms of an element have identical mass and chemical properties.
 • Atoms of different elements have different mass and chemical properties.
 • Atom combine in the ratio of small whole numbers to form compounds.  
  (Proves ‘Law of Constant Proportion’)
 • The relative number and kinds of atoms are constant in a given compound.

Atom
 • According to modern atomic theory, an atom is the smallest particle of  
  an element which takes part in chemical reaction such that during the  
  chemical reaction, the atom maintain its identity, throughout the chemical  
  or physical change.
 • Atoms are very small and hence can’t be seen even through very powerful  
  microscope.
 • Atomic radius of smallest atom in hydrogen is 0.37 × 10-10 m  
  or 0.037 nm.
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   Such that,   1 nm = 10−9 m  
IUPAC (International Union of Pure & Applied Chemistry) Symbols of 
Atoms of Different Elements

 Element Symbol Element Symbol
 Aluminium Al Iodine I 
 Argon Ar Iron Fe
 Barium Ba Lead Pb
 Calcium Ca Nitrogen N
 Carbon C Oxygen O
 Chlorine Cl Potassium K
 Cobalt Co Silicon Si
 Copper Cu Silver Ag
 Fluorine F Sulphur S
 Gold Au Zinc Zn
 Hydrogen H

Atomic Mass
 • The mass of an atom of an element is called its atomic mass.
 • In 1961, IUPAC have accepted ‘atomic mass unit’ (u) to express atomic  
  and molecular mass of elements and compounds.
Atomic Mass Unit
	 The	atomic	mass	unit	is	defined	as	the	quantity	of	mass	equal	to	1/12	of	mass	 
 of an atom of carbon-12.

   1 amu or u = 1

12
× Mass of an atom of C12

    1 u   = 1.66 × 10-27 kg

Likewise,
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   Element  Atomic Mass 

   Hydrogen   1 u

   Carbon   12 u

   Nitrogen   14 u

   Oxygen   16 u

   Sodium   23 u

   Magnesium  24 u

   Sulphur   32 u

   Chlorine   35.5 u

   Calcium   40 u

How do atoms exist ?
 • Atoms of most of the elements are very reactive and does not exist in free  
  state.

 • Only the atoms of noble gases (such as He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe  and Rn) are  
  chemically unreactive and can exist in the free state as single atom.

 • Atoms of all other elements combine together to form molecules or ions.

  Atom (Electrically neutral)

  Ion (electrically charged)  Molecules (electrically neutral)

Molecule
 • A molecule is a group of two or more atoms which are chemically bonded  
  with each other.

 • A molecule is the smallest particle of matter (except element) which is  
  capable of an independent existence and show all properties of that  
  substance.

 E.g., ‘H2O’ is the smallest particle of water which shows all the properties of  
 water.

 • A molecule may have atom of same or different elements, depending  
  upon this, molecule can be categorized into two categories :

 Homoatomic molecules (containing atom of same element) and 
Heteroatomic molecules or compounds (containing atoms of different 
elements)
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Molecules

  Homoatomic molecules   Heteroatomic molecules

 E.g., O2, N2, O3, S8, P4 etc.  E.g., H2O, CO2, NaCl, CaCO3 etc.

Atomicity
 The number of atoms present in one molecule of an element is called its  
 atomicity.
 Name Formula Atomicity
1. Argon  Ar  Monoatomic (1)       
2. Helium  He  Monoatomic (1)
3. Oxygen  O2  Diatomic (2) 
4. Hydrogen  H2  Diatomic (2)
5. Phosphorus  P4  Tetratomic (4)
6. Sulphur  S8  Polyatomic (8)

Chemical formulae 
 It is the symbolic representation of the composition of a compound.
Characteristics of chemical formulae 
 • The valencies or charges on ion must balance.
 • When a compound is formed of metal and non-metal, symbol of metal  
	 	 comes	first.	E.g., CaO, NaCl, CuO.
 • When polyatomic ions are used, the ions are enclosed in brackets before  
  writing the number to show the ratio. E.g., Ca(OH)2, (NH4)2SO4

Molecular Mass
 It is the sum of atomic masses of all the atoms in a molecule of that substance.
 E.g., Molecular mass of H2O = 2 × Atomic mass of Hydrogen + 1 ×  
 Atomic mass of Oxygen
So, Molecular mass of H2O = 2 × 1 + 1 × 16 = 18 u
Formula Unit Mass
 It is the sum of atomic mass of ions and atoms present in formula for a  
 compound.
 E.g., In NaCl, Na = 23 a.m.u.  Cl        = 35.5 a.m.u.
 So,  Formula unit mass = 1 × 23 + 1 × 35.5  = 58.5 u

Noble gasses constitute 
monoatomic molecules
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Rules for writing chemical formulae
	 (i)	 We	first	write	symbols	of	elements	which	form	compound.
 (ii)  Below the symbol of each element, we should write their valency.
 (iii) Now cross over the valencies of combining atoms.
	 (iv)		With	first	atom,	we	write	the	valency	of	second	atom	(as	a	subscript).
	 (v)	 	With	second	atom,	we	write	the	valency	of	first	atom	(subscript).
 Examples :
 (i) Symbol  : H S

  Valencies : 1 2  H2S1 or H2S (Hydrogen sulphide)

 (ii) Symbol : C O

  Valencies : 4 2  C2O4 or CO2 (Carbon dioxide)
       [Take 2 common and divide the  
         formula by 2]
 (iii)For Hydrochloric acid (Hydrogen chloride)
     H Cl

     1 1  H1Cl1 or HCl
 (iv) For Carbon tetrachloride
     C Cl

     4 1  C1Cl4 or CCl4
 (v) For Magnesium chloride
     Mg  Cl

     2 1  MgCl2
 (vi) For aluminium oxide
     Al O

     3 2  Al2O3

 (vii)For Calcium oxide
     Ca O

     2 2  Ca2O2 or CaO
       [Take 2 common and divide the  
         formula by 2]
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(viii)For Sodium nitrate (For ions)

     Na NO3

     1−  1-  NaNO3

Ions
An	ion	may	be	defined	as	an	atom	or	group	of	atoms	having	positive	or	negative	
charge.

Some positively charged ions : Na+, K+, Ca2+, Al3+

Some negatively charged ions : Cl− (chloride ion), S2− (sulphide ion), OH− 
(hydroxide ion), SO4

2− (sulphate ion)

Ions

  Simple ions     Compound ions

  Mg2+ (Magnesium ion)   NH4
+ (Ammonium ion)

  Na+ (Sodium ion)    CO3
2− (Carbonate ion)

  Cl− (Chloride ion)    SO4
2− (Sulphate ion)

  Al3+ (Aluminium ion)    OH− (Hydroxide ion)

Chemical Formulae of Ionic Compounds (Polyatomic)

 (i) Sodium carbonate

     Na CO3

     1+ 2–   Na2CO3

 (ii) Aluminium sulphate

     Al SO4

     3+ 2–  Al2(SO4) 3

 (iii) Calcium hydroxide

     Ca OH

     2+ 1  Ca(OH) 2

 (iv) Ammonium sulphate

     NH4 SO4

     1+ 2–   (NH4) 2SO4
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 (v) Magnesium hydroxide

     Mg OH

     2+ 1–   Mg(OH) 2

Molar Mass 
 The molar mass of a substance is the mass of 1 mole of that substance.
 It is equal to the 6.022 × 1023 atoms of that element/substance.
 Example :
 (a) Atomic mass of hydrogen (H) is 1 u. Its molar mass is 1 g/mol.
 (b) Atomic mass of nitrogen is 14 u. So, molar mass of nitrogen (N) is  
  14 g/mol.
 (c) Molar mass of S8    = Mass of S × 8 = 32 × 8 = 256 g/mol
 (d) Molar mass of HCl = Mass of H + Mass of Cl
                  = 1 = 35.5 = 36.5 g/mol
Mole concept
 A group of 6.022 × 1023 particles (atoms, molecules or ions) of a substance  
 is called a mole of that substance.
   1 mole of atoms        = 6.022 × 1023 atoms
   1 mole of molecules  = 6.022 × 1023 molecules
 Example, 1 mole of oxygen  = 6.022 × 1023 oxygen atoms
 6.022 × 1023 is Avogadro Number (L).
 • 1 mole of atoms of an element has a mass equal to gram atomic mass of  
  the element.
Important Formulae

 (i) Number of moles (n) = 
Given mass

Molar mass M

m
=

 (ii) Number of moles (n) = 
Given number of particles

Avogadro's number

             n = 
0

N

N

 (iii) 
0

N

M N

m
=            m 

0

M N

N

×
=  
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 (iv) Percentage of any atom in given compound 
Mass of element 100

Mass of compound

×
=

Example. Calculate no. of iron atoms in a piece of iron weighing 2.8 gm (At. 
mass = 54 u).
Solution :    1 mole of iron = 56 gm (Gram atomic mass of iron)
 1 mole of iron element contains 6.022 × 1023 atoms of iron.
So,      56 gm of iron  = 6.022 × 1023 atoms

     2.8 gm of iron  
236.022 10

2.8
56

×
×=

       = 3.011 × 1022 atoms
Example. Mass of one molecule of a substance is 5.32 × 10-23 g. What is its 
molecular mass ?
Solution :   Mass of 1 molecule of substance 
     = 5.32 × 10-23 g
  Mass of 6.022 × 1023 molecules of substance
     = 5.32 × 10-23 × 6.022 × 1023 
     = 32 g
Example. Calculate the mass of 0.5 mole of N2 gas.
Solution :      1 mole of N2 = Gram molecular mass of N2

 Or       1 mole of N2 = 28 gm
 ∴         0.5 mole of N2 gas = 0.5 × 28 
       = 14 gm of N2

Example. Calculate the total number of O2 molecules present in 8 gm of O2.
Solution :  Gram molecular mass of O2

      = 6.022 × 1023 O2 molecules
 Or       32 gm of O2 = 6.022 × 1023 O2 molecules
 Or         8 gm of O2 = 6.022 × 1023 × 8/32 O2 molecules
      = 1.51 × 1023 O2 molecules 
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QUESTIONS
VERY SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS

1. Write full form of IUPAC.

2. Name the scientist who gave atomic theory of matter.

3. What are building blocks of matter ?

4. Name two laws of chemical combination.

5. Name the unit in which atomic radius is usually expressed.

6.	 Define	molecular	mass.

7. What is formula unit mass ?

8. Name the element used as standard for atomic mass scale.

SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS

1. What is atomicity ? Explain with two examples.

2. State law of conservation of mass.

3. State law of constant proportion.

4. Calculate molecular mass of H2 and NH3. (At. mass of H = 1 u, N = 14 u)

LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS

1. Write postulates of Dalton’s atomic theory.

2. What is the difference between molecule of an element and the molecule of  
 a compound ? Give one example of each.

HOTS

1. In what form does oxygen gas occur in nature ?

2. In what form do noble gases occur in nature ?

3. What is the difference between 2H and H2 ?
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NUMERICALS

1. Calculate the gram atomic mass of one atom of oxygen. (Gram atomic mass  
 of oxygen = 16 gm) [Ans. 2.66 × 10-23 gm]

2. What would be gram atomic mass of 5 moles of chlorine ?  
     [Ans. 177.5 gm]

3. Calculate the number of moles present in the following :

 (a) 52 gm of He

 (b) 12.044 × 1023 He atoms [Ans. (a) 13 moles, (b) 2 moles]
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CHAPTER AT A GLANCE
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Contents :

 (i) Discovery of  Electron ‘Cathode Rays’

 (ii) Discovery of Protons ‘Anode Rays or Canal Rays’

 (iii) Discovery of Neutron

 (iv) Atomic Models 

   (a) Thomson’s Atomic Model

   (b) Rutherford’s Atomic Model

   (c) Bohr’s Atomic Model

 (v) Distribution of Electrons in different shells

 (vi) Valence shell & Valency

 (vii) Atomic number & Mass number

 (viii) Isotopes and their application

 (ix) Isobars

 John Dalton considered atom to be an indivisible entity, but his concept  
 had to be discarded at the end of nineteenth century, when scientists through  
	 experiments	were	able	to	find	existence	of	charged	(electrons	and	protons)	 
 and neutral particles (neutrons) in the atom. These particles were called the  
 ‘Sub-atomic Particles’.

Discovery of Electrons – Cathode Rays (By J. J. Thomson)
 Thomson explained presence of electrons by cathode rays experiment.

Facts about Electrons 

 • Charge on electron = − 1.6 × 10-19 C (C = Coloumb)

  (As calculated by Robert E. Millikan)

 • Mass of electron = 9.1 × 10-31 kg

Discovery of Protons – Anode Rays/Canal Rays (By E. Goldstein)
 E. Goldstein by his famous anode rays/canal rays experiment was able to  
 detect presence of positively charged particles called protons in the atom.

Facts about Protons 

 • Charge on proton = + 1.6 × 10-19 C

 • Mass of proton = 1.673 × 10-24 gm

  i.e., Mass of proton ≅ 1840 × Mass of electron
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Discovery of Neutrons (By J. Chadwick)
 • J. Chadwick bombarded lighter elements (like lithium, boron etc.) with  
  α-particles and observed emission of new particles having zero charge  
  but having mass equal to that of proton.
 • These particles were called ‘Neutron’ i.e., neutral particle of the atom.
 • Neutron are absent in Protium isotope of hydrogen atom.(1H

1)
 • Since, mass of electrons are negligible as compared to that of proton  
  and neutrons hence, sum of masses of protons and neutrons in an atom  
  will compose its atomic mass.

Atomic Models
 • From the knowledge of existence of subatomic particles viz., electron,  
  proton and neutron in an atom, various atomic models were proposed  
  by different scientists.
 • Following are some of the atomic models :
   (a) Thomson’s Model of Atom
   (b) Rutherford’s Model of Atom
   (c) Bohr’s Model of Atom
 •	 The	most	trusted	and	scientifically	established	model	of	atom	which	is	 
  adopted these days is ‘Quantum Mechanical Model of Atom’. It will be  
  dealt in higher classes.
Thomson’s Atomic Model
 • This model is often called the ‘Water Melon Model’.
 • In this model, Thomson predicted the presence of electrons inside  
  positive sphere (made up of protons), just same as seeds of watermelon  
  are embedded in red edible part of watermelon.

J. J. Thomson’s Model of Atom
 • Although this model explained neutrality of atom but couldn’t able to  
	 	 explain	other	scientific	experiments	conducted	on	atom.	Hence	it	was	 
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  discarded.
Rutherford’s Atomic Model
 • In his famous ‘α-ray Scattering Experiment’, Rutherford bombarded   
  α-ray (Helium nucleus 2He4) upon thin gold foil.
 • Rutherford made following observations from this experiment :
   (i) Most of α-particles	passed	through	gold	foil	undeflected.
   (ii) Some of the α-particles	deflected	by	foil	by	small	angles.
   (iii) One out of every 12000 particles appeared to rebound.

Rutherford α-ray Scattering Experiment
 • From his observation, Rutherford draw following conclusions :
   (i) Atom consists of predominantly empty space as most of  
    α-particles	passed	through	gold	foil	undeflected.
   (ii) Atom contains centrally placed positively charged nucleus  
    (carrying positively charged particles), because few α-particles  
	 	 	 	 suffered	 deflected	 and	 very	 few	 i.e., one in 12000 bounced  
    back.
   (iii) Since a minute fraction of α-particles	suffered	deflections	and	 
    very few bounced back, this lead to conclusion that most of  
    the space an atom is empty and the space occupied by nucleus  
    is negligible compared to this empty space.
 Size of nucleus was about 10−5 times that of size of atom.
   (iv) Whole of the atomic mass concentrated in the nucleus.
 • On the basis of his experiment, Rutherford proposed model of atom  
  having following features :
   (i) There is positively placed nucleus in an atom. Nearly all the  
    mass resides in nucleus (Proton + Neutron).
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	 	 	 (ii)	 Electrons	revolves	round	the	nucleus	in	well	defined	orbits.
   (iii) Size of nucleus is very small compared to the size of atom.
Drawbacks of Rutherford’s Model (Unstability of Atom)
 • According to Rutherford, electrons revolve round the nucleus in well- 
	 	 defined	 orbits,	 but	 electrons	 being	 charged	 particles	 will	 lose	 their	 
	 	 energy	and	finally	will	fall	into	the	nucleus.	This	will	make	atom	highly	 
  unstable.
 • This was the major drawback of Rutherford which was unexplained by  
  him.

Bohr’s Atomic Model
 • To overcome drawbacks of Rutherford’s Model, Neil Bohr in 1912  
	 	 proposed	 modified	 model	 of	 structure	 of	 atom.	 He	 made	 following	 
  assumptions :
   (i) Only certain special orbits known as discrete orbits of electrons  
    are allowed inside the atom.
   (ii) While revolving in discrete orbits, the electrons do not radiate  
    energy.
   (iii) Energy is emitted or absorbed by an atom only when an  
    electron moves from one orbit to another.
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Atomic Number 
 The total number of proton lying in the nucleus of any atom is called the  
 atomic number.
 • An atomic number is the identity of an atom, changing  atomic number  
  means changing the atom.
 • Atomic number is denoted by ‘Z’. (Z = nP)
 • For a neutral atom, no. of protons and electrons are equal.

Mass Number 
 It is the sum of total number of protons and no. of neutrons lying in the  
 nucleus of an atom.
     No. of proton No. of neutrons
 • It is denoted by ‘A’. (A = nP + nN)

Representation of Atom :  A
Z E  (E = Symbol of element)

 E.g.,     26
13 Al  [ZAl = 13 (nP), A = 13 (nP) + 13 (nN)]

Example. Calculate number of protons, electrons and neutrons for :

  (a) 35
17 Cl     (b) 23

11 Na

Solution : (a) 35
17 Cl  

   ZCl = 17 (nP)

 Here, since Cl is neutral, so ne = nP = 17.

 Now,  ACl = 35

Or    35  = nP + nN

Or    35  = 17 + nN

Or    nN   = 35 – 17 = 18

Distribution Of Electrons In Various Shells
 The distribution of electrons in various shells is done in accordance to ‘Bohr- 
 Bury Scheme’.

Bohr-Bury Scheme

 This scheme can be summarized as follows :

	 (i)	 The	filling	of	electrons	in	an	atom	is	done	in	accordance	to	‘2n2’, where  
  ‘n’ is the number of shell and ‘2n2’ represents the total number of  
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  electrons that can be accommodated in that particular shell.

  If  n = 1, i.e., K = shell, 2n2 = 2 × 12 = 2 electrons

  If  n = 2, i.e., L = shell, 2n2 = 2 × 22 = 8 electrons   

  If  n = 3, i.e., M = shell, 2n2 = 2 × 32 = 18 electrons 

  If  n = 4, i.e., N = shell, 2n2 = 2 × 42 = 32 electrons

 (ii) The outermost shell can’t hold more than 8 electrons, while second last  
  shell can’t have more than 18 electrons, even though they may have  
  capacity to hold more electrons.

 For example, in ‘Ca20’, the electron distribution will be :

     K L M N

     Ca20 = 2 8 8 2

 But   Ca20 = 2, 8, 10 is wrong although ‘M’ shell can contain upto 18  
 electrons.

 (iii) The outermost shell can’t hold more  than 2 electrons and the  
  penultimate shell can’t hold more than 8 electrons unless the preceding  
	 	 inner	 shell	 (antepenultimate	 shell)	 is	 filled	 completely	 obeying	 ‘2n2’  
  rule.

  Some examples :

   (a) K19 = 2, 8, 8, 1

   (b) Al13 = 2, 8, 3

   (c) F9 = 2, 7

   (d) Ne10 = 2, 8

   (e) Na11 = 2, 8, 1

Valence Shell and Valence Electrons
 • From Bohr-Bury sequence, we know that maximum number of electrons  
  which can be accommodated in outermost shell is 8.

 • Every element has an urge to have 8 electrons in its outermost shell, in  
  achieving 8 electrons an atom can either gain electrons or loose  
  electrons.

 • The number of electrons lost or gained by an element in achieving 8  

M a x i m u m 
number of 
electrons that 
can	 be	 filled	 
in particular 
shell.
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  electrons in its outermost shell will be called its Valence.
 For example,
 S. No. Element Electron distribution  Valence

  1.  C6   2, 4  4

  2.  N7   2, 5  3

  3.  O8   2, 6  2

  4.  F9   2, 7  1

  5.  Ne10   2, 8  0

    6.    Na11   2, 8, 1  1

    7.    Mg12  2, 8, 2  2

    8.    Ca20   2, 8, 8, 2  2

 • For elements like H, He, Li, Be and B, these elements lose their outermost  
  electron to achieve 2 electrons in their outermost shell. These elements  
  will have valence in accordance to this act.

  S. No.  Element Electron distribution  Valence

   1.     H1   1  1

   2.     He2   2  0

   3.     Li3  2, 1  1

   4.     Be4   2, 2  2

   5.     B5   2, 3  3

Isotopes : 

 Isotopes are atoms of same elements having same atomic number and  
 different mass numbers.

 E.g., Chlorine has two isotopes of mass numbers 35 and 37 respectively.  

  35 37
17 17Cl and Cl.

Uses of isotopes 

 (i) Uranium isotope is used as fuel in nuclear rector.
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 (ii) Isotope of cobalt is useful in treatment of cancer.

 (iii) An isotope of iodine is used in the treatment of goiter.

Isobars 

 Isobars are the atoms of those elements which have the same mass number  

 but different atomic numbers are called isobars. 40 40
20 18Ca and Ar  have same  

 mass number and different atomic number. 24 24
11 12Na and Mg  are another  

 examples.

QUESTIONS
VERY SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (1 Mark)

1. The total number of electrons in Nitrogen is 7. What is its valency ?

2. What name is given to pair of atoms such as 14 15
7 7N and N   ?

3. Name three subatomic particles present in an atom.

4. Name the negatively charged particle present in the atom of all the elements.

5. Which part of atom was discovered by Rutherford’s alpha particle scattering  
 experiment ?

SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (2 Marks)

1. Why is an atom neutral inspite of the presence of charged particles in it ?

2. How does a proton differ from an electron ?

3. Write the distribution of electrons in an atom of element whose atomic  
 number is 18. What is special about the outermost shell of atom in this  
 element ?

4. An element has Z = 7. What is the valency of the element. Also name the  
 element.

LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (5 Marks)

1. Differentiate between isotopes and isobars.

2. What is the relationship between the valency of an element and the number  
 of valence electrons in its atoms ?

3. Describe Thomson’s model of atom. Which subatomic particle was not  
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 present in Thomson’s model of atom ?

4. Describe Rutherford’s model of atom.

HOTS

1. From the symbol 31
15 P  state :

 (a) mass number of phosphorus.

 (b) atomic number of phosphorus.

 (c) electronic	configuration	of	phosphorus.
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CHAPTER AT A GLANCE

Study Key Points :
Discovery of Cell, Types of Cell & Organism, Unicellular & Multicellular, 
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Prokaryotic & Eukaryotic, Plant Cell & Animal Cell, Cell Shape, Cell Size, Cell 
Membrane, Cell wall, Diffusion & Osmosis, Nucleus, Cytoplasm, Endoplasmic 
Reticulum, Golgi Apparatus, Mitochondria, Ribosomes, Plastid, Vacuoles, 
Lysosomes.

 • All living forms are composed of microscopic units called as ‘Cells’.
 • A cell is the basic structural and functional unit of all life forms.
 • Study of structure and composition of cell is called as ‘Cytology’.
 •	 Cell	was	first	observed	by	Robert	Hooke	in	a	dead	cork	slice	in	the	year	 
  1665.
 •	 First	living	cell	was	discovered	by	A.	V.	Leeuwenhoek.
 • Its consistency differs under different condition. It exists in sol-gel  
  states.
 • Protoplasm is an aggregate of various chemicals such as water, ions,  
	 	 salts	 and	 other	 organic	 molecules	 like	 proteins,	 carbohydrates,	 fats,	 
  nucleic acids, vitamins etc.

Cell Theory :
Two biologists, Schleiden and Schwann gave the Cell theory which states that :
 (i) All plants and animals are composed of cells.
 (ii) Cell is the basic unit of life.
 (iii) All cells arise from pre-existing cells.
 •  Viruses are the exceptions of cell theory.
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Types of Cell & Organism :

On the Basis of Number of Cells :

Characteristics Unicellular organism Multicellular organism

Cell number Single cell Large number of cells
Function All functions are per-

formed by single cell
Different cells perform different 
specific functions.

Division of labour Not performed Cells specified to perform differ-
ent functions.

Reproduction Involves the same 
single cell

Specialised cells, germ cells take 
part in reproduction.

Life span Short Long

On the Basis of Type of Organization

Prokaryotic Cells Eukaryotic Cells

Very minute in size. Fairly large in size.

Nuclear region (nucleoid) not 
surrounded by a nuclear membrane.

Nuclear material surrounded by a 
nuclear membrane.

Single chromosome present. More than one chromosome present.
Nucleolus absent. Nucleolus present.

Membrane bound cell organelles are 
absent.

Membrane bound cell organelles are 
present.

Cell division by fission or budding 
(no mitosis).

Cell division by mitosis or meiosis.
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Cell Shape : Cells are of variable shapes and sizes. Their shape is according 
to the function. Generally cells are spherical but they may be elongated (nerve 
cell),	branched	(pigmented),	discoidal	(RBC),	spindle-shaped	(muscle	cell)	etc.

 
Different kinds of cell found in the human body

Cell Size : Size of cell is variable depending upon the type of organism.
Some	are	microscopic	while	some	are	visible	with	naked	eyes.	Their	size	may	
vary from 0.2 mm to 18 cm.
 • Size of a typical cell in a multicellular organism ranges from 20-30 mm.
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 • The largest cell is ostrich egg (15 cm in diameter with shell & 8 cm in  
  diameter without cell).
 • The longest cell is nerve cell (upto 1 m or more).
 •	 Smallest	 cells	 so	 far	 known	are	PPLOs	e.g.,	mycoplasma	 (0.1	mm	 in	 
  diameter).
 •	 Human	egg	is	0.1	mm	in	diameter.

Components of Cell
There is an occurrence of division of labour within a cell as they all got certain 
specific	components	called	‘Cell	organelles’.	Each	of	them	perform	a	specific	
function.
The three basic components of all the cells are :
 (i) Plasma membrane
 (ii) Nucleus
 (iii) Cytoplasm

Cell Membrane :
 (a) Cell membrane is also called as plasma membrane or plasma  
  lemma.
 (b) It is the limiting boundary of each cell which separates the  
  cytoplasm from its surroundings.
 (c) It is found in both plant as well as animal cells.
 (d) It is the outermost covering of a cell in case of animals and lies  
  below the cell wall in case of plants.
 (e) It is made up of proteins and lipids where proteins are sandwiched  
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  between bilayer of lipids.
 (f) Plasma membrane is selectively permeable in nature. It allows or  
  permits the entry and exit of some materials in and out of the cell.
	 (g)	 Singer	 and	 Nicholson	 gave	 the	 fluid	 mosaic	 model	 of	 plasma	 
  membrane. According to them, it consists of a protein layer  
	 	 sandwiched	between	two	layers	of	lipids.	It	is	in	quasifluid	state.		
	 	 It	is	75A	thick.
	 (h)	 It	is	flexible	and	can	be	folded,	broken	and	reunited.

Functions of Plasma Membrane :
 (a) It regulates the movement of molecules inside and outside the  
  cell.
 (b) It helps in maintaining the distinct composition of the cell.

(ii) Transportation of molecules across the Plasma Membrane :
This can be done by following ways :

 • Diffusion : Movement of solutes or ions  from higher concentration to  
  lower concentration is called as diffusion. It does not require energy  
  therefore, it is called as passive transport.
 • Osmosis : The movement of solvent or water from higher concentration  
  (solvent) to lower concentration (solvent) through a semipermeable  
	 	 membrane	is	called	as	osmosis	Or	the	movement	of	solvent	or	water	from	 
  lower concentration to higher concentration of solution through a  
  semipermeable membrane is called as osmosis.
 •  Osmosis can also be called as ‘Diffusion of solvents’.
 •  Endomosis :	Movement	of	solvent	into	the	cell	is	called	as	Endomosis.
 •  Exosmosis : Movement	of	solvent	outside	the	cell	is	called	as	Exomosis.

Types of Solutions on the Basis of Concentration
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 (a) Isotonic Solution : When the concentration of the solution  
  outside the cell is equal to the concentration of cytoplasm of the  
  cell, it is called as isotonic solution.
 (b) Hypertonic Solution : When the concentration of the solution  
  outside the cell is more than the inside the cell. Due to this, cell  
  looses water and becomes plasmolysed.
 (c) Hypotonic Solution : When the concentration of the solution  
  outside the cell is lesser than that of cytoplasm of cell. Due to  
  this, cell swells up and bursts.

Cell Wall 
 • It is the outermost covering of the plant cells.
 • It is absent in animal cells.
 •	 Cell	wall	 is	 rigid,	 strong,	 thick,	 porous	 and	 non-living	 structure.	 It	 is	 
  made up of cellulose and hemicelluloses. Cell walls of two adjacent cells  
  are joined by a layer called middle lamellae.
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Functions of Cell Wall :
	 (a)	 It	provides	definite	shape	to	the	cell.
 (b) It provides strength to the cell.
 (c) It is permeable and allows entry of molecules of different sizes.
 (d) It has the characteristics of repair and regeneration.

Nucleus

 • Nucleus is the most important cell organelle which directs and controls  
  all its cellular activities.
 •	 It	is	called	as	‘Headquarter	of	the	cell’.
 •	 It	was	discovered	by	Robert	Brown	in	1831.
 •	 In	Eukaryotes,	a	well-defined	nucleus	is	present	while	in	Prokaryotes,	a	 
	 	 well-defined	nucleus	is	absent.
 •	 Prokaryotes	contain	a	primitive	nucleus.
 • It has double layered covering called as nuclear membrane.
 • Nuclear membrane has pores which regulate the movement of materials  
  in & out of the cell.
 •	 Besides	 nuclear	 membrane,	 nucleus	 also	 contains	 nucleolus	 and	 
	 	 chromatin	material	and	the	substance	filled	inside	the	nucleus	is	nucleolus.
 • Chromosomes or chromatin material consists of DNA which stores and  
  transmits hereditary information for the cell to function, grow and  
  reproduce.
Functions of Nucleus :
 (a) It controls all the metabolic activities of the cell and regulates the  
  cell cycle.
 (b) It helps in transmission of hereditary characters from parents to  
  off springs.
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Cytoplasm 

 •	 Cytoplasm	was	discovered	by	Kolliker	in	1862.
 • It is the site of both biosynthetic and catabolic pathways.
 • It can be divided into two parts :
 (i) Cytosol :	Aqueous	soluble	part	contains	various	fibrous	proteins	 
	 	 forming	cytoskeleton.
 (ii) Cell organelles :	Living	part	of	the	cells	having	definite	shape,	 
  structure and function bounded by plasma membrane.
Endoplasmic Reticulum 
 •	 It	is	the	network	of	membranes	present	in	the	cytoplasm.
 • It was discovered by Porter, Claude and Fullam.
 • These	 are	 present	 in	 all	 cells	 except	 prokaryotes	 and	 mammalian	 
  erythrocytes.

 
Endoplasmic reticulum is of two types :

 Smooth ER Rough ER
 • Made of tubules mainly. • Made of clstemae and vesicles.
 • Helps	in	steroid,	lipids	and		 • Helps		in	protein	synthesis.
   Polysaccharide synthesis.
 • Ribosomes	are	absent.	 • Contains ribosome on its surface.
 • Helps	in	membrane	biogenesis.
Functions of ER :
 (a) It is the only organelle which can move within a cell so it serves  
  as a channel for the transport of materials between various regions  
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  of cytoplasm and between cytoplasm and nucleus.
	 (b)	 It	also	functions	as	a	cytoplasmic	framework	to	provide	space	for	 
	 	 some	of	the	biochemical	activities.	It	forms	endoskeleton	of	cell.
 (c) It helps in synthesis of fats, steroids, cholesterol etc.
	 (d)	 SER	plays	a	crucial	role	in	detoxification	of	drugs	and	poisonous	 
  by-products.
Golgi Apparatus
Golgi apparatus  consists of a system of membrane bounded vesicles arranged 
parallel	to	each	other	in	stacks	called	Cisternae	along	with	some	large	and	spherical	
vacuoles. It was discovered by Camilo Golgi. In plants Golgi membrane is 
bounded. It is single membrane bounded.	It	is	absent	in	prokaryotes,	mammalian	
RBC’s	&	sieve	cells.

Functions of Golgi apparatus :
 (a) It helps in formation of lipids.
 (b) It helps in formation of middle lamellae.
 (c) It is secretary in nature.
 (d) It helps in melanin synthesis.
 (e) Lipids and proteins synthesized in endoplasmic reticulum are  
	 	 packed	at	Golgi	complex.	They	provide	the	site	for	assembly	of	 
  new membrane material.

Mitochondria
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It	 is	 a	 rod	 shaped	 structure	 found	 in	 cytoplasm	of	 all	 eukaryotic	 cells	 except	
mammalian	RBC’s.
 •	 These	are	also	absent	in	prokaryotes.
 •	 It	was	first	seen	by	Kolliker	in	insect	cells.
 • Maximum mitochondria are found in metabolically active cells.
 •	 It	is	also	called	as	‘Power	House	of	the	Cell’	or	the	‘Storage	Battery’.
 •	 It	 is	double	membranous	structure	where	outer	membrane	has	specific	 
  proteins while inner membrane is folded inside to form chambers called  
  Cristae.
Functions of Mitochondria :
 (a) Its main function is to produce and store the energy in the form of  
  ATP.
 
 (b) It is the site of Kreb cycle of respiration.

Ribosomes 

Ribosomes	are	the	sites	of	protein	synthesis.
All structural and functional proteins (enzymes) coded by the nuclear DNA are 
synthesized upon cytoplasmic ribosomes. The DNA codes are transcripted into 
messenger	RNA	(mRNA)	molecules	in	the	chromosomes	of	the	nucleus.
Functions of Ribosomes :
	 (a)	 Ribosomes	 are	 the	main	 site	 of	 protein	 synthesis.	 Synthesized	 
  proteins is transported by endoplasmic reticulum.
Plastid 
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 • It is double membranous discoidal structure, found only in plant cells.
 • Besides being discoidal of rhombic in plant cells, they occur in variable  
  shapes like in algae. They can be ‘U’-shaped, spiral, coiled, ribbon- 
  shaped etc.
Depending upon the type of pigment present in them, they are of following 
three types :
 (i) Leucoplast – White, found in underground parts
 (ii) Chromoplast – Red, brown
 (iii) Chloroplast – Green in colour, found in aerial parts of plants
These are found only in plant cell. It helps in the process of photosynthesis so it 
is called the ‘Kitchen of Plants’.
Chloroplast have following two parts :
 (i) Grana : It constitutes the lamellar system. These are found  
  layered on top of each other. These stacks are called Grana. Each  
  granum of the chloroplast is formed by superimposed closed  
  compartments called Thylakoids.
 Function : They are the sites of light reaction of photosynthesis as they  
 contain photosynthetic pigment chlorophyll. In each thylakoid,  
 Quantasomes are present which are called as Photosynthetic units.
 (ii) Stroma : It is a granular transparent substance also called as  
  matrix. Grana  are  embedded  in  it.  Besides Grana  they  also   
  contain lipid droplets, starch grains, ribosomes etc.
 Function : This is the site of dark reaction of photosynthesis. Also helps  
 in protein synthesis due to presence of ribosomes.

Vacuoles 

 • These are membrane bounded regions in the cytoplasm containing water  
  and other substances.
 • They are bounded by a single membrane called Tonoplast.
 • In animal cells vacuoles are smaller in size and numerous while in plant  
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  cells a single large vacuole is found which occupies about 90% of the  
  volume of cell.
Functions :
It helps in maintaining osmotic pressure in a cell & stores toxic metabolic 
products of plant cell.
Lysosome

 •	 They	 are	 tiny	 sac-like	 granules	 containing	 enzymes	 of	 intracellular	 
  digestion.
 • They are bounded by a single membrane.
 • They occur in animal cells and a few plant cells.
 •	 They	do	not	have	a	definite	shape	or	size.
Functions :
 (a) Their main function is phagy = digestion.
	 (b)	 They	are	kind	of	waste	disposal	system.
 (c) They help in digesting foreign materials & cells.
Suicidal Bag : During disturbances in cellular metabolism i.e., in case of cell 
damage, lysosomes burst and their enzymes are released into the cytoplasm and 
they	digest	their	own	cell.	So	they	are	also	called	‘Suicidal	Bag’.

Differences between Animal cell and Plant cell
 Plant Cell Animal Cell
• Contain chloroplasts for  • No chloroplasts
 photosynthesis.
•	 Have	a	cell	wall	to	maintain			 • No cell wall
 structure and rigidity.
•	 Usually	do	not	contain	lysosomes	and		 •	 Contain	cilia	and/or	flagella
 Peroxisomes.
• Cells are square and rigid or geometric •	 Cells	are	fluid	and	flexible,		
 shaped.  many shapes.
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• Limited movement. • Cells can move around.
•	 Have	one	large	central	vacuole.	 •	 Has	small	vacuoles.

QUESTIONS
VERY SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (1 Mark)

1. Name the largest cell of living world ?
2. Amoeba is a.............organism.
3.	 Who	gave	the	fluid	mosaic	model	of	plasma	membrane	?
4. Movement of solvent into the cell is called as................. .
5.	 Which	cell	organelle	is	called	as	the	‘Head	quarter	of	cell’	?
6. Which cell organelle is called as ‘Power house of cell’ ?
7. Which cell organelle contains enzymes for ATP production ?
8.	 In	mitochondria,	which	portion	contains	specific	proteins	?
9. Which cell organelle is called as ‘Digestive bag’ ?
10. Which organelle controls osomostic pressure in a cell ?
11. Plastids having coloured pigments are called as............... .

SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (2 Marks)
1. What is the composition of protoplasm ?
2.	 Define	cell	?
3. What is the difference between diffusion and osmosis ?
4. Why plasma membrane is called as selectively permeable membrane ?
5.	 Define	Cristae	?
6. State any two function of Golgi body ?
7. Name various type of plastids present in a plant cell ?
8. State the main function of lisosome ?

LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (5 Marks)
1. Draw a neat and labelled diagram of mitochondria.
2.	 Differentiate	between	plant	and	animal	cell	with	suitable	figures.
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CHAPTER AT A GLANCE
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Key Points : Tissue, Plant Tissue, Meristematic, Apical Meristem, Intercalary 
Meristem, Lateral Meristem Permanent, Protective Tissue, Epidermis, Cork, 
Parenchyma, Collenchyma, Sclerenchyma, Sclereids, Fibers, Sclerenchyma Fibres, 
Complex Permanent Tissue, Xylem, Phloem, Sieve Tubes, Animal Tissue, Epithlial 
Tissue, Connective Tissue, Muscular Tissue, Nerve Tissue.

PLANT TISSUE – Meristematic & Permanent
Meristematic Tissue  
These are simple living tissues having thin walled compactly arranged immature 
cells which are capable of division and formation of new cells.
Main features of Meristematic tissues are :
 • Thin primary cell wall (cellulosic).
 • Intercellular spaces are absent (compact tissue).
 • Generally vacuols are absent, dense cytoplasm & prominent nuclei are  
  present.
 • Large numbers of cell organelles are present.
 • Active metabolic state, stored food is absent.
 • Actively dividing cells are present in growing regions of plants e.g., root &  
  shoot tips.

Classification on the Basis of Origin
(A) Primary (Promeristem) 
 • Derived directly from the meristems of embryo.
 • They consist of cells derived from primary meristem.
 • They add to primary growth of plants.
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(B) Secondary
 • Formed by permanent tissues.
 • These are having cells derived from primary permanent tissue.
 • They usually add to the diameter of plants.

Permanent tissue differentiation Secondary meristem

Classification on the Basis of Location
(A) Apical Meristem
 • It is present at the growing tips of stems and roots.
 • Cell division in this tissue leads to the elongation of stem & root, thus  
  it is involved in primary growth of the plant.
(B) Intercalary Meristem 
 • It is present behind the apex.
 • It is the part of apical meristem which is left behind during growth  
  period.
 • These are present at the base of leaf & internode region.
 • These lead to the increase in the length of leaf (Primary) e.g., in grass  
  stem, bamboo stem, mint stem etc.
(C) Lateral Meristem
 • It is also called as secondary meristem.
 • It occurs along the sides of longitudinal axis of the plant.
 • It gives rise to the vascular tissues.
 • Causes growth in girth of stem & root.
 • They are responsible for secondary growth.

PERMANENT TISSUE
 • The permanent tissues are composed of those cells which have lost their  
  capability to divide.
 • They have definite shape, size and thickness. The permanent tissue may  
  be dead or living.
 • The division & differentiation of the cells of meristematic tissues give rise  
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  to permanent tissues.
 • In cell differentiation, developing tissue and organs change from simple  
  to more complex forms to become specialized for specific functions.
 • The cells of permanent tissue loose the capacity to divide and attain a  
  permanent shape, size and function.
Depending upon the Structure and Composition, the Permanent tissues are 
classified into two types :
(A) Simple Permanent Tissues
 • These are made up of same type of cells which are similar structurally  
  and functionally.
 • They include two types of tissue :
 (a) Protective Tissues : These tissues are primarily protective in  
  function. They consist of :
 (i) Epidermis
 • Epidermis forms one cell thick outermost layer of various body  
  organs of plants such as leaves, flowers, stems and roots.
 • Epidermis is covered outside by cuticle. Cuticle is a water- 
  proof layer of waxy substance called as cutin which is secreted  
  by the epidermal cells.
 • Cuticle is very thick in xerophytes.
 • Cells of epidermis of leaves are not continuous at some places  
  due to the presence of small pores called as stomata.
 • Each stomata is guarded by a pair of bean-shaped cells called  
  as guard cells. These are the only epidermal cells which possess  
  chloroplasts, the rest being colourless.
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 Functions of Epidermis
 • The main function of epidermis is to protect the plant from  
  desiccation and infection.
 • Cuticle of epidermis cuts the rate of transpiration and  
  evaporation of water and prevents wilting.
 • Stomata in epidermis allow gaseous exchange to occur during  
  photosynthesis respiration.
 • Stomata also helps in transpiration.
 (ii) Cork or Phellem 
 • In older roots and stems, tissues at the periphery become cork  
  cells or phellem cells.
 • Cork is made up to dead cells with thick walls and do not have  
  any intercellular spaces.
 • The cell walls in cork deposit waxy substance called as suberin.
 • The cells of cork become impermeable to water and gases due  
  to the deposition of suberin.
 • The cork cells are without any protoplasm but are filled with  
  resins or tannins.

 Functions of Cork :
 • Cork is protective in function. Cork cells prevent desiccation,  
  infection and mechanical injury.
 • Imperviousness, lightness, toughness, compressibility and  
  elasticity make the cork commercially valuable.
 • Cork is used for insulation, as shock absorber in linoleum.
 • Cork is used in the making of a variety of sport goods such as  
  cricket balls, table tennis, shuttle cocks, wooden paddles etc.
 (b) Supporting Tissues : These are supportive in function and are of three  
  types :
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 (i) Parenchyma : It is the fundamental tissue.
 • Tissue first time evolved in bryophyte.
 • Thin walled cells, oval or spherical in structure.
 • Cell wall mainly composed of cellulose & pectin.
 • Large central vacuole for food & water storage.
 • Primary function is food storage.

 • Some parenchyma involved in excretory substance storage are  
  so called as idioblast, storing such as resin, tannin, gums &  
  oils.
 • In typical parenchyma chlorophyll is absent.
 • Chloroplast containing parenchyma tissue are chlorenchyma  
  which perform photosynthesis e.g., mesophyll of leaves.
 • In hydrophytic plants aerenchyma (a type of parenchyma  
  containing air spaces) provides buoyancy.
 • Parenchyma provides turgidity to cells.
 (ii) Collenchyma : It is the living mechanical tissue.


